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ABSTRACT
BlockMaxWand is a recent advance on theWand dynamic pruning
technique, which allows e�cient retrieval without any e�ectiveness
degradation to rank K . However, while BMW uses docid-sorted in-
dices, it relies on recording the upper bound of the term weighting
model scores for each block of postings in the inverted index. Such
a requirement can be disadvantageous in situations such as when
an index must be updated. In this work, we examine the appropri-
ateness of upper-bound approximation – which have previously
been shown suitable for Wand– in providing e�cient retrieval for
BMW. Experiments on the ClueWeb12 category B13 corpus using
5000 queries from a real search engine’s query log demonstrate that
BMW still provides bene�ts w.r.t. Wand when approximate upper
bounds are used, and that, if approximations on upper bounds are
tight, BMW with approximate upper bounds can provide e�ciency
gains w.r.t.Wandwith exact upper bounds, in particular for queries
of short to medium length.
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1 INTRODUCTION
�e e�ciency of a search engine is important, for example to ensure
user satisfaction (users will not wait a long time for results), and
also to minimise the resources that must be deployed by the search
engine (number of servers needed to ensure low response times). A
key factor in ensuring such low response time is the layout and tra-
versal strategies of the inverted index underlying the search engine.
In this paper, we are concerned with the e�cient traversal of docid-
sorted inverted index posting lists, as these are more commonly
deployed in industry [4], rather than impact sorted postings lists.

Among techniques, theWand technique [1], and the more recent
variant BlockMaxWand (BMW) [6] are advantageous to deploy, as
they enable e�ecient retrieval of K documents without degrading
e�ectiveness to rankK (also known as safe-to-rankK ). In particular,
Wand and BMW determine the query terms that must be matched
for the next document to be retrieved, based on upper bounds of the
scores of the query terms, and the score of the current K-th ranked
document. E�ciency is therefore enhanced as the decompression
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of postings and the scoring of documents that cannot make the
current K ranked documents are skipped. �e advance o�ered by
BMW is that upper bounds are calculated for blocks of postings,
o�ering tighter upper bounds than a single upper bound for the
entire posting list, and hence more skipping is achieved.

Upper bounds for a given weighting model are typically calcu-
lated by pre-scoring all postings for each query term in the inverted
index. However, such pre-calculated upper bounds have disad-
vantages [8], for instance that they are sensitive to changes in
weighting model scores, as might be caused by additions/deletions
to the index, or by changes to the weighting model parameters.
In [8], the authors proposed approximations for upper bounds for
Wand, applicable to various weighting models. Such approxima-
tions are “less tight” than the exact (empirically-derived) calculated
upper bounds, but only require more basic statistics such as the
maximum within-document term frequency in each posting list.

However, no previous work has addressed the application of
upper bounds for BMW. Hence, in this work, our central contri-
bution is to experiment to address a central research question: are
approximations of UBs good enough for e�cient retrieval using
BMW?�e remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides
an overview of theWand and BMW techniques; Section 3 describes
the calculation of exact and approximate upper bounds on term
weighting score contributions. In Section 4 we demonstrate and
analyse the applicability of approximate upper bounds for BMW.
Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2 QUERY PROCESSING
In document-at-a-time (DAAT) query processing, the query term
postings lists are processed in parallel keeping them aligned by
docid. �e score of each document is computed fully by considering
the contributions of all query terms t ∈ Q before moving to the next
document. However, processing queries exhaustively with DAAT
can be very ine�cient, and therefore various techniques to enhance
retrieval e�ciency have been proposed, by dynamically pruning
docids that are unlikely to be retrieved. Among them, the most
popular today isWand [1]. �is processing strategy uses additional
information for each term in the form of its maximum score contri-
bution, or upper bound σ (t), thus allowing to skip large segments
of posting lists if they only contain terms whose sum of maximum
scores is smaller than the scores of the top K documents found up
to that point. Wand relies on upper-bounding the contribution that
each term can give to the overall document score, allowing to skip
whole ranges of docids [8].

Wand employs a global per-term upper bound, that is, the max-
imum score among all documents in a given term’s posting list.
Such maximum score could be signi�cantly larger than the typical
score contribution of that term, in fact limiting the opportunities to
skip large amounts of documents. To tackle this problem, Ding and



Suel [6] proposed to augment the inverted index data structures
with additional information to store more accurate upper bounds:
at indexing time each posting list is split into consecutive blocks
of constant size, e.g. 128 postings per block. For each block B the
score upper bound σB (t) is stored, together with largest docid of
each block. �ese block term upper bounds can then be exploited
by adapting existing algorithms such asWand to make use of the
additional information. �e resulting algorithm is BlockMaxWand
(BMW) [6]. �e authors reported an average query response time
reduction of BMW compared to Wand of 64% – 67%. Experiments
in [5] reported a reduction of 66% by BMWwith respect toWand. A
more recent work [2] explored the performance of BMW compared
to Wand on di�erent document collection and di�erent query logs.
�ey reported average reductions up to only 26%. However, for long
queries and large collections, Wand outperforms BMW, because
of its complex logic for skipping blocks using block upper bounds.

In the following, we discuss how recent advances in determine
approximate upper bounds can be applied for bothWand and BMW.

3 DEFINING UPPER BOUNDS
As shown in the previous section, bothWand and BMW rely on up-
per bounds for the maximum contribution of the weighting model
for each query term, i.e. σ (t) for an entire posting list, or σB (t) for
a block of postings B. In the following, we discuss both the classical
empirical evaluation of exact upper bounds – by pre-scoring of the
index – as well as recent advances in approximate upper bounds.

3.1 Exact Upper Bounds
Classically, such upper bounds can be calculated exactly by pre-
scoring of each term’s postings list p(t):

σEXACT(t) = max
d ∈p(t )

w(t fd , ld ) (1)

for some weighting model w(·, ·) calculated using the within-
document term frequency t fd and length of document d . �ese
upper bounds are then stored within an augmented inverted index
data structure.

However, as highlighted in Section 1, the exact pre-calculation
of σEXACT(t) has some disadvantages:

(1) Adaptation of theweightingmodel, or its hyper-parameters;
(2) Adaptation of the index, e.g. adding or removing docu-

ments, thereby changing global statistics of the index (num-
ber of documents, average document length);

(3) Adaptation of a given term’s posting list, e.g. adding or
removing documents, thereby changing the statistics of
the term (e.g. IDF).

Given these disadvantages, the use of pre-calculated exact upper
bounds that are stored within an augmented inverted index may
not be suitable for some retrieval environments. For this reason,
Macdonald et al. [8] investigated the use of approximate upper
bounds forWand. Below, we discuss approximate upper bounds,
and their application toWand and BMW.

3.2 Approximate Upper Bounds
Approximate upper bounds [8] are upper bounds σAPPROX(t) that
can be calculated based on raw index statistics. �ey are designed

to be safe, i.e. σAPPROX(t) ≥ σEXACT(t), which means that given
in retrieving K documents, e�ectiveness to rank K will not be
negatively impacted (also known as safe-to-rank K ). Moreover, the
accuracy of the approximate upper bounds – the extent that they
over-estimate the actual exact upper bound is important: widely
inaccurate upper bounds will lead to the unnecessary scoring of
documents that could never make the top K retrieved set as their
approximate scoring was over-estimated. Hence, the absolute error
σAPPROX(t) − σEXACT(t) should be minimised.

To derive approximate upper bounds for weighting models such
as BM25, Dirichlet Language Modelling (LM), and DLH13 from
the Divergence from Randomness framework, Macdonald et al. [8]
proposed a methodology based on partial di�erentiation of the
weighting models w.r.t. term frequency t fd and document length ld .

Indeed, as weighting models are typically monotonically increas-
ing in t fd (this was characterised as TFC1 in the formalised heuris-
tics identi�ed by Fang et al. [7]), an upper bound is typically found
at (or just before) t fmax, where t fmax = maxd ∈p(t ) t fd . Moreover,
as longer documents have lower scores (due to document length
normalisation, denoted as LNC1 in [7]), for all documents in a post-
ing list, ld cannot be less than t fd . �us an approximate upper
bound that is appropriate for a number of weighting models is:

σAPPROX(t) = w(t fmax, t fmax + ϵ) (2)
where ϵ is a small number, required for some weighting models
that are not de�ned when ld = t fd ; ϵ = 0 for BM25 and Dirichlet
LM, and ϵ = 1 for DLH13.

As is clear from Equation (2), approximate upper bounds can be
easily obtained for models such as BM25 based on storing t fmax
alone, a statistic for each term that can be easily calculated and
stored within the lexicon structure of the inverted index. It does not
require knowledge of the collection’s statistics, nor the weighting
model hyper-parameter se�ings that will be applied at retrieval
time, and can be easily updated when new documents are added
to a term’s posting list.

Within the empirical studies reported in [8], approximate upper
bounds were found to be suitable for Wand and the simpler MaxS-
core dynamic pruning technique, but no work has investigated
their applicability to the more complex BMW technique, which
relies on upper bounds calculated for each block B of postings. In-
deed, the central aim of this work is to investigate the usability
of approximate upper bounds for blocks in the context of BMW,
i.e. σBAPPROX(t) calculated as per Equation (2), but using the max-
imum frequency observed in the block of postings, t f Bmax. Like
those reported in [8] for Wand, our experiments show that the
approximations can be used for BMW, but cannot match the e�-
ciency of exact upper bounds. Approximate upper bounds, being
greater than exact upper bounds, limit the skipping abilities of
BMW, forcing more blocks to processed because their approximate
contributions would beat the current top K documents threshold.
Nevertheless, we will show that they allow to improve over the
e�ciency of Wand when using exact upper bounds.

4 EXPERIMENTS
Motivated by the unknown applicability of approximate upper
bounds for BMW, in the following, we experiment to address two
research questions:



Table 1: Mean query times (in ms) for di�erent weighting
models with both exact and approximate upper bounds (de-
noted 7 and 3, resp.). Percentage reductions are shown for
BMW w.r.t. Wand, (denoted ∆s), and of BMW with approxi-
mate upper boundsw.r.t.Wandwith exact upper bounds (Γs).

Model Approx.
K = 20 K = 1000

Wand BMW ∆(%) Γ(%) Wand BMW ∆(%) Γ(%)

BM25
7 58.67 38.71 34.02 16.02 113.06 88.46 21.76 8.55
3 59.18 49.27 16.75 113.91 103.39 9.24

LM
7 172.52 68.72 60.17 44.66 285.00 130.10 54.35 44.10
3 217.41 95.47 56.09 359.42 159.31 55.68

DLH13
7 139.67 74.42 46.72 -17.40 235.42 137.68 41.52 -4.34
3 167.62 163.97 2.18 272.23 245.63 9.77

RQ1: What is the impact of upper bound approximations on
BMW in terms of e�ciency?

RQ2: Can we obtain e�ciency bene�ts when using upper bound
approximations with BMW w.r.t. Wand when using exact
upper bounds?

In the remainder of this section, we de�ne the experimental setup
under which our experiments are conducted and we report the
results and analysis addressing our two research questions.

All of our experiments are conducted on the TREC ClueWeb12
category B13 corpus1, which consists of 50M Web documents. We
index all 50M documents of the ClueWeb12 corpus using the Terrier
IR platform [9], removing stopwords and applying Porter stemming.
Our index is compressed using Elias-Fano encoding provided in [11],
widely considered to be the state-of-the-art in terms of fast decom-
pression. For the block upper bounds, we assume the standard
block size of 128 postings.

For retrieval, we follow best practices in sampling a signi�cant
number of queries from a real search engine, namely 5,000 random
queries from theMSN 2006 query log [3]. We conduct e�ciency tim-
ings using a machine equipped with 32 GB RAM and an 8-core Intel
i7-4770K processor. �e entire index is loaded in memory. All exper-
iments are performed on a single core. While the resulting response
times using a single machine for retrieval are marginally higher
than would be expected for interactive retrieval in a deployed Web
search engine, following previous work [12], this does not detract
from the generality of the �ndings, and avoids the complexities of
performing experiments in a distributed retrieval environment.

Table 1 reports the mean response times, in milliseconds for
Wand and BMW for K = 20 and K = 1000, for BM25, Dirichlet LM
and DLH13 weighting models, when exact or approximate upper
bounds are used. We also note the percentage reduction in mean
response times of BMW vs.Wand, denoted ∆(%), and of BMWwith
approximate upper bounds w.r.t.Wand with exact upper bounds,
denoted with Γ(%).

We �rstly compare BMW withWand when using exact upper
bounds. Indeed, on analysing Table 1, observe that BMW with
exact upper bounds provides clear improvements in mean query
times for all weighting models, with greater bene�ts when K is
smaller. In particular, LM obtains reductions in mean response
1h�p://lemurproject.org/clueweb12/

time, which are > 50%. �is is con�rmed by the reduction on
the total number of postings processed by BMW. �ese results
con�rm the �ndings in [10], where the authors analysed the per-
formance of BMW and Wand in terms of number of processed
documents. Indeed, in line with our results, they reported that
BMW only marginally improved the performance overWand for
BM25, while BMW markedly boosted the performance when using
LM for scoring.

Next, we consider the approximate upper bounds, and observe
that using the approximate upper bounds increases the response
times of bothWand (as expected from [8]) and alsoBMW. Moreover,
the bene�ts of BMW overWand are reduced when approximate up-
per bounds are used in place of exact upper bounds, both in terms of
mean query response times and number of processed postings (e.g.
for BM25, K = 20, BMW reduces response times by 34% compared
to Wand for exact upper bounds, and only 17% for approximate
upper bounds). Nevertheless, clear bene�ts w.r.t. the corresponding
Wand processing with approximate upper bounds are still present
when documents are evaluated with LM (e.g. for K = 20, BMW
reduces response times by 60% compared to Wand for exact upper
bounds, and 56% for approximate upper bounds). However, when
documents are evaluated with DLH13, BMW with approximate
upper bounds is marginally worse than Wand with exact upper
bounds, with higher losses when K value is small. �is loss can
be explained by Figure 1, which reports the distribution of the ab-
solute di�erence between approximate and exact upper bounds
for all the blocks associated with query terms, for the di�erent
weighting models. BM25 exhibits the best error distribution due
to the saturating e�ect of the Robertson’s TF component in BM25
(TFC2 in [7]), the IDF component is dominant for large values of
t f Bmax. Hence its bene�ts are limited since the block upper bounds
are similar in magnitude to the corresponding term upper bound.
For LM, the block upper bounds are not concentrated towards the
corresponding term upper bound [10], and the error distribution is
skewed towards a small percentage of normalised absolute error.
�e absolute errors reported for DLH13 are relatively larger than
the corresponding errors for other weighting models, i.e. the ap-
proximate upper bounds for DLH13 are signi�cantly larger than
the corresponding exact upper bounds, causing a large number of
blocks to be accessed during query processing that do not contain
documents that are retrieved in the �nal top K set.

Hence, regarding RQ1, we conclude that the use of approximate
upper bounds with BMW provides a relatively small performance
loss with BM25 and LM, while for DLH13 the upper bound ap-
proximations cause a reasonable loss in e�ciency w.r.t. exact upper
bounds. Nevertheless, BMW still provides bene�ts w.r.t. Wand
when approximate upper bounds are used.

Next, we address RQ2, by comparing the e�ciency of BMWwith
approximate upper bounds versus the e�ciency of Wandwith exact
upper bounds. In doing so, we also make use of Figure 2, which
reports the mean, median and errors bars of query times for Wand
(with exact upper bounds) and BMW (with exact and approximate
upper bounds) for multi-term queries (K = 20), broken down by
number of terms, for di�erent weighting models. For BM25, BMW
with approximate upper bounds provides clear bene�ts for 2 and
3 terms queries w.r.t.Wand with exact upper bounds, and for LM
clear bene�ts are present also for queries with more terms. As

http://lemurproject.org/clueweb12/
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Figure 2: Mean, median and error bars (in ms) for Wand (with exact upper bounds) and BMW (with exact and approximate
upper bounds) for multi-term queries (K = 20), broken down by number of terms, for di�erent weighting models.

reported in Table 1 (Γ column), the overall percentage reduction of
BMWwith approximate upper bounds w.r.t. Wandwith exact upper
bounds is 8% − 16% for BM25, with larger improvements for the
smaller K value, and above 40% for LM, regardless of the value of K .
However, DLH13 su�ers from the aforementioned approximation
looseness, hence it cannot compete with BMW using exact upper
bounds. Overall, for RQ2, we conclude that, if approximations of
the upper bounds are su�ciently tight, BMW with approximate
upper bounds can provide e�ciency bene�ts w.r.t.Wandwith exact
upper bounds, in particular for queries of short or medium lengths.
�is is also apparent from Table 1, where we observe BMW is
more sensitive to the accuracy of the upper bounds than Wand–
indeed, for DLH13, K = 20, using approximate upper bounds only
slightly degrade the e�ciency of Wand (139→ 167 ms), it more
than doubles the response time of BMW (74 → 163 ms). �is
highlights the importance of tight upper bounds approximations
on the resulting e�ciency of BMW.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we demonstrated the applicability of approximate
upper bounds to the BMW, which can result in marked bene�ts to
e�ciency compared to Wand using exact upper bounds (up to 44%
in the case of LM). �is ensures that e�cient but safe retrieval can

be a�ained in scenarios where exact upper bounds cannot be main-
tained. However, our results also provide insight into the impor-
tance of the tightness of the approximate upper bounds for e�cient
BMW, and how this varies across di�erent weighting models.
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